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Abstract. Learning classi er systems, their parameterisation, and their

rule discovery systems have often been evaluated by measuring classi cation accuracy on small Boolean functions. We demonstrate that by restricting the rule set to the initial random population high classi cation
accuracy can still be achieved, and that relatively small functions require
few rules. We argue this demonstrates that high classi cation accuracy
on small functions is not evidence of e ective rule discovery. However,
we argue that small functions can nonetheless be used to evaluate rule
discovery when a certain more powerful type of metric is used.

1 Introduction
Much research on Learning Classi er Systems (LCS) has made use of small arti cial data sets to evaluate alternative systems, mechanisms, and parameter
settings. Of these data sets, the venerable 6 multiplexer (a 6-bit Boolean function) is the most widely used test in the LCS literature [36, 33, 37, 6, 13, 5, 35,
25, 11, 14, 15, 10, 39, 16, 18, 19, 40, 9, 20, 3, 8, 21]. It has also been used with other
machine learning systems including neural networks [4, 2, 17, 38, 5, 34], decision
trees [30, 29], and the GPAC algorithm [28]. See [25] for a review of some of the
earlier work using the multiplexer. A number of studies have looked at larger
multiplexer functions, e.g. [39, 40, 22], up to the 70-bit multiplexer [7].
Although some authors have referred to the 6 multiplexer as a dicult task,
section 3 demonstrates that the XCS classi er system with a xed set of random
rules, of the same number as standardly used by the XCS for this task, reliably
achieves 100% classi cation accuracy. That is, we discontinue genetic search in
XCS (except for covering) after the initial random rule population has been generated. We refer to this algorithm as XCS-NGA (XCS-No Genetic Algorithm).
This result clearly demonstrates that good classi cation accuracy on this task is
not evidence of the ecacy of genetic search. (We note that rule parameters such
as tness and prediction are updated as usual by the credit assignment system,
and that we are thus dealing with xed randomly de ned regions of the input
space rather than random classi cation of inputs.)

The same holds for other small data sets. We demonstrate 98% classi cation
accuracy with XCS-NGA on the 11-bit multiplexer, although this requires four
times as many rules as normally used by XCS. We suggest any degree of accuracy
can be achieved on any task, given sucient random rules. We do not suggest this
is a practical approach as the number of rules required scales poorly. However,
we do suggest that this is a useful measure of the diculty of a given task, and
one which can potentially demonstrate the invalidity of conclusions drawn from
experiments with smaller tasks, for example those with the 6 multiplexer.
Despite this criticism of the use of small tasks, we argue that many conclusions drawn from them are valid. For example, comparisons based on small
tasks can demonstrate performance di erences between alternative mechanisms
and parameterisations. We demonstrate this in section 3.3 by comparing the
performance of XCS with and without initial populations on the 6 multiplexer.
We further demonstrate in section 4 that an alternative measure of adaptation can distinguish between XCS and XCS-NGA on the 6 multiplexer, and
argue that the use of this metric increases the utility of small tests.

2 Method
2.1 XCS

For our experiments we will use XCS [39], which is currently the most widely
used classi er system, and which has shown good results on data mining tasks
(e.g. [31, 12]). XCS introduced a number of innovations, foremost among them
its accuracy-based tness under which rule tness is related to its classi cation
accuracy and not the magnitude of the reward it receives as in earlier systems.
For lack of space we do not include the details of the XCS updates, but suce it
to say that XCS evaluates the prediction and tness of each rule. Prediction is, for
concept learning tasks such as those we study here, an estimate of the proportion
of inputs matched by the rule which belong to the positive class. Prediction is
used in con ict resolution, when matching rules perform a weighted vote on
the classi cation of a data point. Accuracy is a measure of the consistency of
prediction. Rules with prediction near the maximum or minimum have high
tness. Higher tness rules are allocated more reproductive opportunities by the
genetic algorithm in XCS, and tness is also factored into the classi cation vote.
For our experiments we use if-then rules whose conditions are terms in Disjunctive Normal Form. Speci cally, we use the ternary representation widely
used with classi er systems, in which rule conditions are drawn from f0; 1; #g
and rule actions (classi cations) are drawn from f0; 1g. Inputs to the system are
also drawn from f0; 1g. A rule's condition c matches an environmental input m if
for each character mi the character in the corresponding position ci is identical
or the wildcard (#). For example, the condition 0 0 # matches two inputs: 000
and 001. The wildcard is the means by which rules generalise over environmental states; the more #s a rule contains the more general it is. Overgeneral rules
are those which misclassify some of the inputs they match. Since actions do not
contain wildcards the system cannot generalise over them.

If no rule matches the current input, XCS's covering mechanism is triggered.
This mechanism takes the current input and with probability P# for each bit
ips it to a #, and uses this as the condition for a new rule with a random
classi cation. XCS may or may not use an initial population of random rules
whose conditions are generated with P# and equiprobable 0s and 1s. The covering mechanism is used regardless of whether an initial population is used, but,
when P# is not very close to 0, covering is triggered only sparingly and typically
only at the outset of the experiment, even in the absence of an initial population.

2.2 XCS-NGA
Our procedure for learning with random rules, XCS-NGA, uses XCS modi ed so
that genetic search does not operate on the initial rule population. In all other
respects, XCS-NGA functions as XCS. The adaptive power of this approach lies
in the XCS updates which estimate the prediction and tness of rules, and weight
classi cation votes on these two values. In section 3.1 we give some intuition as
to why this approach can be e ective.
We could attempt to improve XCS-NGA by restricting the generality of rules
found to be overgeneral, or simply deleting them. However, our aim is not to
propose a practical learning technique but rather to provide a baseline against
which to evaluate other methods.
We note that in experimental results presented later we will quote a certain
number of random rules having been used. In some experiments, some additional
rules will have been generated by covering. In these cases, the same number of
initial random rules will have been removed from the population in order to
make room for the rules generated by covering. In most experiments covering
does not occur, and when it does (typically when the rule set is small) it is not
triggered many times.

2.3 The Multiplexer Tests
The 6 multiplexer is one of a family of Boolean multiplexer functions de ned
for strings of length L = k + 2k where k is an integer > 0. The series begins
L = 3; 6; 11; 20; 37; 70; 135; 264; 521 . . . . The rst k bits are used to encode an
address into the remaining 2k bits, and the value of the function is the value of
the addressed bit. In the 6 multiplexer (k = 2; L = 6), the input to the system
consists of a string of six binary digits, of which the rst k = 2 bits (the address)
represent an index into the remaining 2k = 4 bits (the data). For example, the
value of 101101 is 0 as the rst two bits 10 represent the index 2 (in base ten)
which is the third bit following the address. Similarly, the value of 001000 is 1
as the 0th bit after the address is indexed.
To use the 6 multiplexer as a test, on each time step we generate a random
binary string of 6 digits which we present as input to the LCS. The LCS responds
with either a 0 or 1, and receives a high reward (1000) if its output is that of
the multiplexer function on the same string, and a low reward (0) otherwise.

2.4 Statistics
Classi cation Accuracy We make use of Wilson's explore/exploit framework

[39], in which training and testing interleave, so the learner is evaluated as it is
learning, rather than after it has been trained. Speci cally, on each time step we
alternate between explore and exploit modes. In the former we select an action
at random from among those advocated by the set of matching rules. In the
latter we select the action most strongly advocated by the matching rules. We
record statistics only on those time steps in which we exploit (exploit trials).
Wilson de nes a measure of performance which he refers to simply as \performance" [39]. Performance is de ned as a moving average of the proportion
of the last n trials in which the system has responded with the correct action,
where n is customarily 50. That is, on each time step, we determine the proportion of the last n time steps on which the LCS has taken the correct action. The
performance curve is scaled so that when the system has acted correctly on all
of the last 50 time steps it reaches the top of the gure, and when it has acted
incorrectly on all these time steps it reaches the bottom of the gure.

Macroclassi ers In addition to performance, on each exploit trial we monitor
the number of macroclassi ers in the population. These are rules with a numerosity parameter indicating the number of identical virtual rules represented by the
macroclassi er. The macroclassi er curves gives us an indication of the diversity
in the rule population and the extent to which it has found and converged on
useful general rules and hence a compact representation of the solution. When
an initial population is used the macroclassi er curve starts a little below the
speci ed population size limit since a few duplicate rules are likely to have been
generated. This curve can at most reach the population size limit, which would
occur when each rule in the population has a unique condition/action pair. In
the gures shown later, the number of macroclassi ers is divided by 1000 in
order to display it simultaneously with other curves.
2.5 Parameter Settings

For the 6 multiplexer the standard XCS parameter settings from [39] were used:
subsumption threshold sub = 20, Genetic Algorithm (GA) threshold GA = 25,
covering threshold mna = 1, low- tness deletion threshold  = 0.1, population
size limit N = 400, learning rate = 0.2, accuracy fallo rate = 0.1, accuracy
criterion "o = 0.01, crossover rate  = 0.8, mutation rate  = 0.04. Hash probability P# = 0:3 rather than the standard 0.33 as a study of di erent values (not
shown) was performed with hash probabilities at regular intervals, and the results shown are a subset of this study. GA subsumption was used but not action
set subsumption. The original accuracy calculation was used [39]. Rules were
deleted as in [20] with a delay of del = 25, and mutated bits had equiprobable
outcomes. Initial random populations were used except as noted.
Parameter settings for the 11 multiplexer di ered only in having a population
size of 800 and hash probability of 0.4, to compensate for the larger search space.
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Fig. 1. XCS and XCS-NGA compared on the 6 multiplexer. The upper two curves
show performance and the lower two show the population size in macroclassi ers.

3 The Diculty of Small Boolean Functions
In this section we evaluate XCS and XCS-NGA empirically on the 6 and 11-bit
multiplexer functions and discuss implications of our ndings. Fig. 1 compares
XCS and XCS-NGA on the 6 multiplexer. Curves are averages of 100 runs. The
upper two curves show performance and the lower two show the population size
in macroclassi ers (divided by 1000). Although 400 initial rules were generated
for each system, both population size curves start somewhat below this as the
curves show macroclassi ers, and some duplicate rules were generated. Both
systems reach 100% performance, and, perhaps surprisingly, XCS-NGA does so
rst. We note that random guessing of class has an expected performance of 50%
on multiplexer tasks, and, given the even class distribution, guessing the majority
class of previously seen inputs will perform somewhat worse than random [32].
Fig. 2 repeats the comparison using the 11 multiplexer. Curves are an average
of 50 runs. XCS-NGA was evaluated with 800 and 3200 rules. In both cases XCSNGA initially outperformed XCS. XCS-NGA with 800 random rules ultimately
achieve approximately 86% classi cation accuracy and with 3200 rules reached
approximately 98%, while XCS eventually reaches 100%. (A larger number of
random rules should do even better, but in a sense 98% is high enough: using
a method with disjoint training and testing data sets, over tting will occur on
many data sets by the time 98% performance is reached.)

3.1 How XCS-NGA achieves high accuracy

Suppose we have a space of data points to be categorised. XCS uses a generateand-test approach to classi cation, which entails two problems: i) rule discovery
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Fig. 2. XCS and XCS-NGA compared on the 11 multiplexer.
and ii) credit assignment. Speci cally, XCS addresses problem i) using a GA to
generate tter rules (regions in the data space), each with an associated class
label. Problem ii) is that of evaluating rule tness such that more general rules
and rules with higher classi cation accuracy are tter. Essentially, rules must be
found which capture many positive data points and few negative ones (or vice
versa). XCS classi es data points by a vote among the rules which match it,
with each vote weighted both by the rule's tness. In this way, a point matched
by a low-accuracy rule and a high-accuracy rule is given the classi cation of the
high-accuracy rule.
In XCS, the rules (region shapes and sizes) are adapted by the genetic algorithm. XCS-NGA lacks a GA and its region shapes and sizes do not change; only
the classi cation made through voting may change. XCS-NGA relies on there
being enough rules to adequately solve problem i) (rule discovery) by chance.
Of the randomly generated rules, those with low classi cation accuracy are assigned low weights and have less in uence in the classi cation vote than higher
accuracy rules. Roughly speaking, XCS-NGA's approach is to generate many
random rules and ignore those which happen to have low accuracy. The number
of random rules needed for high classi cation accuracy on small multiplexers is
low because there are relatively few data points and clustering them into regions
of the same class is easy (using our chosen language).
The diculty of the rule discovery problem depends on the Kolmogorov
complexity3 of the data set. There is considerable variability in the Kolmogorov
complexity of functions of the same length and representation. For example, with
the language we have used the 6-bit parity functions are much more complex than
3

In simple terms, the shortest possible representation in a given formalism [24].

the 6 multiplexer, which in turn is considerably more complex than 6-bit constant
functions. Elsewhere, we have demonstrated a strong correlation between the size
of the minimal representation of these functions and their diculty for XCS [23].
One consequence is that even successful solution by XCS of a large multiplexer,
such as the 70-bit multiplexer [7], does not mean that XCS can solve all 70-bit
functions with comparable e ort; quite the opposite. We hypothesise that the
diculty of a function for XCS-NGA will also correlate with the minimal number
of rules needed to represent the function in a particular language.
XCS-NGA is related to a number of other machine learning algorithms. For
example, CMAC function approximators [1] adapt the weight of each region
in each of multiple partitions of the input space. Partitions may be regular
or generated at random, and XCS-NGA di ers essentially only in the details
of how regions are formed. XCS-NGA is also very similar to the WeightedMajority algorithm [27], which enumerates all possible concepts and weights
them according to their consistency with the training data. They di er in that
XCS-NGA generates only a random subset of possible concepts.

3.2 Why XCS-NGA initially outperforms XCS
It is not clear why XCS-NGA initially outperform XCS, but it may be that XCS
is deleting overgeneral rules which have some value; overgenerals can advocate
the correct action for the great majority of inputs they match. In both XCS and
XCS-NGA, overgeneral rules have low accuracy and hence low weight in action
selection, but nonetheless may have some e ect. In XCS, however, low accuracy
results in low tness and greater likelihood of deletion under the genetic algorithm, and once deleted rules have no e ect. Further study of this phenomenon
is warranted, and perhaps improved performance in XCS can be obtained by
allowing it to retain overgeneral rules when no accurate rule matches an input,
or by delaying the application of the GA to the initial population until it has
been better evaluated.

3.3 Implications of high accuracy of XCS-NGA
Although XCS outperforms XCS-NGA on the 11 multiplexer, it seems likely
that XCS-NGA with a large enough set of random rules would also reach 100%
performance on this function, or indeed any function.
Although we have shown that good performance on the 6 multiplexer with
400 rules does not demonstrate e ective genetic search in a classi er system, we
do not claim that the 6 multiplexer is without uses. For example, in section 2.1
we noted that XCS may either use an initial population of rules or rely entirely
on covering to generate rules. Fig. 3 compares XCS with and without an initial
population of 400 rules on the 6 multiplexer, and clearly shows the performance
advantage which occurs with an initial population. Consequently, we argue that
only those studies which claim e ective genetic search based on results with
small functions are demonstrated invalid by our results with XCS-NGA.
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Fig. 3. XCS with and without an initial population on the 6 multiplexer.

4 A More Powerful Metric for Evaluating Genetic Search
High classi cation accuracy is usually regarded as the primary goal of a concept
learning system. (Another goal might be human readability.) However, from the
point of view of a researcher engaged in engineering better concept learning
systems, classi cation accuracy is not a goal in itself, but just an indication
of the relative merit of alternative mechanisms and parameterisations. In this
context, classi er systems researchers often interpret good classi cation accuracy
as an indication of e ective genetic search for good classi cation rules. However,
our demonstration in section 3 of the high classi cation accuracy achievable
with XCS-NGA on the 6 and 11 multiplexers indicates that this interpretation
is not justi ed when the number of rules is high relative to the size of the
problem. This suggests that in order to evaluate the ecacy of genetic search
good classi cation performance is required with a small number of rules on a
large problem. Unfortunately, this approach requires evaluation of \large" and
\small" in the context of a particular learning system, and running experiments
on large problems is computationally expensive. In this section we demonstrate
use of a metric which provides an alternative to large problems. Experiments
with this metric clearly distinguish the ecacy of genetic search as opposed to
random rules on the 6 multiplexer.
Using the rule language of section 2.1 the most compact description of the 6
multiplexer is a set of 8 rules, each as general as it can be without being overgeneral. Because XCS assigns tness based on rule accuracy it actually nds each
rule and its complement { the rule with the same condition but complementary
action. This forms a set of 16 rules referred to as the optimal solution due to the
optimal generality of each rule, and the minimality of the set.
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Fig. 4. Proportion of the optimal solution on the 6 multiplexer.
The proportion of the optimal solution in the rule population on a given time
step, denoted %[O], has been used as a measure of the progress of genetic search.
In [20] it was shown to have greater discriminatory power than the performance
metric of section 2.4, and we will show that it can discriminate between XCS
and XCS-NGA on the 6 multiplexer. Fig. 4 shows the performance of XCS and
the %[O] of both XCS and XCS-NGA on this task. Curves are averages of 100
runs. While XCS-NGA contains a xed proportion of approximately 20% of the
optimal population, the proportion of this set grows in XCS until it reaches 100%
(indicating all 16 rules occur in the population). Similarly, Fig. 5 compares %[O]
for XCS and XCS-NGA on the 11 multiplexer, averaged over 50 runs. The size
of the optimal solution for this function (including complementary rules) is 32.
In this case XCS-NGA contains a much smaller proportion of the optimal set
than in the 6 multiplexer because on the 11 multiplexer the optimal rules form
a smaller proportion of the set of all rules.
Clearly this metric is better able to discern the progress of genetic search than
the performance metric. We argue that using this metric extends the utility of
small tests. However, we note that, as discussed in [22], %[O] has disadvantages
including the need to compute the optimal solution in advance, the computational expense of evaluating it, and the complication that some functions have
multiple optimal solutions (alternative minimal solution sets). These features
make it dicult or impossible to apply %[O] to some tasks. In such cases measuring the population size in macroclassi ers or plotting mean rule generality
can somewhat compensate for the lack of %[O], as decline of the former and rise
of the latter both imply e ective genetic search. Finally, replacing the GA with
an iterative random rule generator would provide a baseline against which to
compare genetic search.
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Fig. 5. Proportion of the optimal solution on the 11 multiplexer.

5 Conclusion
With XCS-NGA we have demonstrated that adapting the prediction and tness
of a xed set of random rules reliably achieves 100% classi cation accuracy on
the 6 multiplexer even when we only use as many rules as are standardly used
to solve this task with XCS. This illustrates the danger of interpreting good
classi cation accuracy on small tasks as indicative of successful genetic search.
We have demonstrated the very high classi cation accuracy of XCS-NGA on the
11 multiplexer, and suggest that arbitrarily high accuracy can be achieved on
any concept learning task given enough random rules. Given these results, we
suggest that XCS-NGA can provide a useful baseline for classi cation accuracy.
We have demonstrated that, in contrast to performance, an alternative metric
based on the proportion of the optimal solution present in the rule population
clearly distinguishes the performance of xed random rules and genetic search.
As a nal point, we note that the use of small tasks is limited neither to
classi er systems nor to arti cial data sets. Although most data sets in the
very widely used UCI repository of machine learning data sets [26] have larger
attribute spaces than the 11-multiplexer studied here, many have fewer data
points. Consequently a reasonable number of random rules seems likely to perform well on those data sets just as they do on those tested here.
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